Four color theorem
(2.1) For any subdivision of the spherical surface into non-overlapping regions, it is always possible to mark each of the regions with one of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, in such a way that no two adjacent regions receive the same number.
In fact, if the four-color theorem is true on spherical surface, it is also true on plane surface. Because the map is originate from sphere, and plane surface is part of spherical surface.
Strategy

4-4 adjacent countries (every country is adjacent with other 3
countries) are the max adjacent relationship, four-color theorem is true because more than 5 countries, there must be a non-adjacent country existing. Non-adjacent countries can be color by the same color and decrease color consumption.
To prove 4-4 adjacent countries are the max adjacent relationship, I
have used an axiom and a complex proof. It's better to find a simpler proof. Now, my method is to transform a map to a circle map to prove it.
Basic axiom
(4.1) Coloring the countries on a map has nothing to do with the country shape. This is the only one axiom in proof. It's obviously true. Color only depends on adjacent relationship.
Theorem (4.2)
All color solutions for boundary adjacent countries can apply to point adjacent countries or non-adjacent countries.
We define adjacent regions as those that share a common boundary of non-zero length. Regions, which meet at a single point or limited points, are not considered to be "adjacent".
Because point adjacent countries are not considered to be "adjacent", This an irregular map.
To ensure arbitrary map can be transform into circle map, first select a circle center, second draw a line from center to country, the least country number crossed over is the layer number of ring. From 1 to 6, the least country number is 2, from 1 to 8, the least country number is 2, and so both 6 and 8 are in layer 2 in circle map. Other countries are in layer 1.
Transform irregular map to circle map, 1 is circle center, 6 and 8 are in layer 2. Other countries are in layer 1. The boundary adjacent relation is never changed, but some point adjacent or non-adjacent relations are changed to boundary adjacent relation to match the circle map transforming.
Country 6 is not adjacent with country 8, but to transform into circle map, country 6 become boundary adjacent with country 8 to match the circle map transforming.
The color solution for circle map transformed can apply to irregular map also. Country 6 has changed color, but there is no same color between boundary adjacent countries. It is a color solution qualified.
Terminology
To describe conveniently, I have defined some terms in circle map.
Non-adjacent regions as those no point met.
For example: 1 is non-adjacent with 2 in below circle map. Major color is to color countries in a ring with 2 alternate colors. But if there is odd number of countries in a ring, the head and tail are the same color.
Isolating color is to isolate the same major color with 1 another color in a ring, which is of odd number of countries.
For example: We can see the example in below circle map.
Major color of ring 1 is white color and no isolate color, record as
Major(1) = {white}, Isolating(1) = {};
Major color of ring 2 is red and blue color and no isolate color, record as
Major (1) To simplify the proof, we can conclude that when coloring a new country, we can check whether it is adjacent with 4-4 adjacent countries.
If it is no, we can color it in {1,2,3,4}; if it is yes, because 4-4 adjacent countries are the max adjacent relationship, we can always find a non-adjacent country. Then we can update the non-adjacent countries into the same color. Because non-adjacent countries can decrease color consumption, and new country is still colored in {1,2,3,4}. Repeat above steps till all countries are colored.
K color theorem
With the proof methods, we can deduce k color theorem on any type of surface. It is similar to above proof, before we color a new country, we can check whether it is adjacent with k-k adjacent countries. If it is no, we can color it in {1,2,3,…,k}; if it is yes, because k-k adjacent countries are the max adjacent relationship, we can always find a non-adjacent country.
Then we can update the non-adjacent countries into the same color.
Because non-adjacent countries can decrease color consumption, new country is still colored in {1,2,3,…,k}.
Conclusion
Four-color theorem is an interesting phenomenon, but there is a rule hidden the phenomenon. The max adjacent relationship on a surface decides how many colors are sufficient. K-color theorem is a deduction extending from it.
